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Availability 

This rider is available upon application to members for installations requiring single-phase 

service for connected loads not exceeding two kilowatts where operation of the member’s 

equipment is continuous or is regularly scheduled on an annual basis. 

 

Upon request, the Cooperative will provide unmetered service to an installation. For the purposes 

of billing in such cases, the monthly kilowatt-hours (kWh) consumption shall be determined by 

multiplying the rated wattage (based upon nameplate or other appropriate data) of the connected 

loads by one-twelfth of the annual hours of operation and dividing by 1,000. The distribution and 

electric supply charges shall be in accordance with the applicable rate schedule. 

 

Additional Terms 

1. The member shall provide the Cooperative with a complete list of all electrical equipment 

installed at the location prior to the Cooperative providing service under this rider. The list 

shall include the type of equipment, rated wattage and annual hours of operation. The 

member shall be responsible for providing the Cooperative with any changes in equipment 

installed at the account. 

 

2. The Cooperative shall require the installation of a meter loop for its use in measuring kWh 

consumption. 

 

3. The Cooperative reserves the right to measure the electrical use at the account without notice 

to the member. 

 

4. The Cooperative reserves the right to convert the account to metered service if the character 

of the load changes. The Cooperative may reject an application for unmetered service if the 

use at the account is not consistent enough so that reliable estimates of monthly kWh can be 

made by the Cooperative. 

 

5. The Cooperative shall be the sole and final authority to determine the applicability of this 

rider for an account. 

 

6. If the member installs additional equipment without notice to the Cooperative, the 

Cooperative may convert the account to metered service and back bill the member for any 

unbilled kWh consumption. The back billing may go back to the date the unmetered service 

was established. 
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